Mentalist Ehud Segev Launches the Mentalizer Shop on his
Official Website
World-renowned mentalist Ehud Segev has launched an online shop on his
Mentalizer.com website
October 11, 2017 (FPRC) -- Mentalizer.com has launched a new online shop where it will sell books
by Ehud Segev and other mentalism resources. Apparently, the firm is looking to make its products
more accessible to its fans around the world. Mentalizer.com is operated by Ehud Segev, one of the
world’s leading mentalists, and an authoritative figure in the field of unique entertainment.
Ehud Segev was born in the Israeli City of Safed. While growing up in Upper Galilee, young Ehud
spent most of his time at the local library, reading books on body language, mind reading,
mysticism, and other cryptic subjects. By the time he was a teenager, Ehud was already a national
sensation. At one time, he correctly predicted the winner in a mayor’s election by just studying face
photos of the 12 contestants. Mr. Segev has since then traveled the world and entertained special
guests in almost every major city. He also hosts seminars to educate corporate employees on
important workplace skills such as body language and effective communication.
Ehud Segev is the bestselling author of two books, Secrets of the Voice, and the 9 Steps to
Influence. Both of these books are available on Amazon’s Kindle platform, as well as on
Audible.com. Secrets of the Voice is an elaborate text that highlights the power of the voice as a
unique communication tool. The book illustrates how people can use aspects of the voice to decode
meaning, and how public speakers can utilize their voice for influence. Ehud’s second book, 9 Steps
to Influence, is a crash course to mentalism. This particular book shows how everyday people can
use aspects of mentalism to exert influence and make their own lives better.
Both these books will be available to fans via the new Online shop, which will be located at
http://www.mentalizer.com/shop. Other products that will be available to consumers through this
platform include the Anomal DVD, the ‘How to become a mentalist’ program, and a combination unit
featuring several of the Mentalizer’s releases.
Hannah Tiram, the brand spokeswoman at Mentalizer.com, said, “We are glad to announce that we
have launched a new online shop at our official website, mentalizer.com. This move comes at a time
when we are looking to make our products more accessible to our audience around the world. Some
of the products that are now available at the new Mentalizer shop include our books and DVDs on
mentalism shows. You can check out our shop page at http://www.mentalizer.com/shop. Stay tuned
and keep it Mentalizer for more…”
Contact Information
For more information contact Ada Laush of Mentalizer Education (http://www.mentalizer.com/)
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You can read this press release online here
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